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IT’S ABOUT
A NEW
CONCEPT
OF PAINT PROTECTION FILM

RhinePro Paint Protection Film sets the International standard for:

Ultimate
Performance

Built with advanced engineered layers, 
RhinePro Paint Protection Films are 
developed to give you peace of mind for 
everyday vehicle usage.

Our advanced protection preserves OEM 
paint finishes against daily environmental 
and road conditions such as stone chips, 
enhance appearances gravel, scratches, 
insects, bird droppings and road debris.

01 Enhance
Appearance

A car in perfect condition has faultless paint-
work. Driving will expose the bodywork to the 
elements and everyday wear and tear, with 
your paintwork taking the punishment.

RhinePro PPF create an advanced barrier be-
tween the elements and your car's precious 
paintwork, protecting it with superior stain re-
sistance, and extreme durability against im-
pacts and scratches, even self-healing so that 
your paintwork is always looking factory-fresh.

02 Consistency
RhinePro PPF adapts well to complicated 
surfaces and shapes and surfaces, and it is 
simple to remove without ripping or 
breaking, because to its low temperature 
flexibility.

We guarantee to providing extensive 
installation to ensure you have maximum 
peace of mind and the optimum 
performance product. Any flaws that 
influence the performance of our PPF will 
be covered under our warranty 
programme.

03

RhinePro Paint Protection Film is a top-tier industry brand leader with over 17 
years of expertise in providing the most cutting-edge PPF solutions. Our 
application and material experts collaborate with product developers to 
overcome obstacles, expand possibilities, and quickly deliver our high-quality 
PPF Series products to market.

We've also created a wide range of accessories to make it easier for our installers 
to install PPF.

Our "RhineProCUT" database system has all of the vehicle pre-cut patterns 
widely available, allowing us to reduce film waste and boost installation 
efficiency, ensuring that our clients receive top-notch service.

RhinePro PPF is now one of the most well-known international brands in 
Malaysia. As Malaysia's representation in the PPF business, we pledged to give 
the most innovative product to all of our Accredited Detailers so that our 
customers may feel confident in their decision to use our product.

R1
RhinePro R1 Series [190 microns/7.5 MIL] is our most 
advanced next-generation paint protection film, 
providing ultimate performance and extreme protection, 
whilst enhancing the vehicle's finish.

Next generation XCOAT PRO™ top-coating offers 
extreme stain resistance from fall out, droppings and 
roadgrime.

R2
The RhinePro R2 Series [190 microns/7.5 MIL] is our 
most sophisticated next-generation paint protection 
film, delivering maximum performance and high 
protection while also improving the vehicle's 
appearance.

Next generation XCOAT™ top-coating offers extreme 
stain resistance from fall out, droppings and roadgrime.

R3
The RhinePro R3 Series [160 microns/6.5 MIL] is our 
advanced next-generation paint protection film, 
delivering best performance and protection while also 
improving the vehicle's appearance.

The RhinePro R3 Series offers high stain resistance from 
fall out, droppings and road grime.

Ultra-gloss, high transparency and non-yellowing film to 
maintain the car’s aesthetic looks and resale value

Stone chips, scratches and scuff marks become a thing 
of the past with the self-healing top coating with 
minimal heat from sun, engine or other source.

Outstanding durability and weathering protection with 8 
years warranty.

Ultra-gloss, high-transparency, non-yellowing film to 
keep the car's attractive look and resale value.

Stone chips, scratches and scuff marks become a thing 
of the past with the self-healing top coating with 
minimal heat from sun, engine or other source.

Outstanding durability and weathering protection with 6 
years warranty.

Gloss finishing, best-transparency film to keep the car's 
attractive look and resale value

Stone chips, scratches and scuff marks become a thing 
of the past with the self-healing top coating with 
minimal heat from sun, engine or other source.

Great durability and weathering protection with 4 years 
warranty.

Matte

The RhinePro MATTE Series [190 microns/7.5 MIL] is 
our most advanced next-generation paint protection 
film, delivering best performance and protection while 
also improving the vehicle's appearance.

Matte-paint finishes – famous for their flat, 
non-reflective appearances and sandy, rough textures – 
have become an increasingly trendy part of the 
automotive landscape.

The Matte Series of RhinePro PPF is used to protect the 
surface of your vehicle. Once applied this PPF film will 
give a frozen look to your current paint color and also
protect your paintwork from stone chips and general 
wear and tear.

The ease of installation is amazing with this film, along 
with the non-yellowing and self-healing features 
provided by its clear coat layer.

Next generation XCOAT PRO™ top-coating offers high 
stain resistance from fall out, droppings and road grime. 
Outstanding durability and weathering protection with 6 
years warranty.

ILLUSTRATED PERFORMANCE

RhinePro PPF Series

Self-Healing Scratch Resistant Enhance Gloss Pollution-Isolation Easy to Clean Save Cost UV Protection

We have developed the strongest, most 
long-lasting protection you can give your car. 
Each RhinePro paint protection film is built with 
up to five vital layers to ensure that beautiful 
painting is preserved even in the most harsh 
situations.

BEYOND
AUTHENTIC
PROTECTION

PRODUCT FEATURES

ADHESIVE
Creates a secure and safe bond with 
your bodywork. Removable at the end 
of life-time.

PROTECTIVE SHEET
Removed before applying the film.

POLYURETHANE FILM
A strong and conformable polyurethane 
(TPU) film provides impact resistance to 
debris and exceptional durability

PROTECTIVE (CAP) SHEET
Removed before applying the film, protects the 
surface to maximize the gloss and smoothness.

SELF-HEALING TOP COATING
The first line of defence, providing advanced stain 
resistance and superior self-healing, combined 
with an ultra high gloss or smooth matte finish.


